
1.  All IHRA rules will be followed.  If there is a conflict then it is the discretion of the Track Official to make the final decision. 
 
2. PAIRING: Chips will be pulled to determine pairing and lanes.  Juniors will be called 3 times following each round to pull  
chips.    On the 3rd call You will have 2 minutes to show up to pull your chip.  If you are not present to Pull Your chip you are  
disqualified from the event.   
 
3.  Drawing Chips: The driver must be present to pull his/her own chip.  A single Line will be formed to draw chips.  Once Chip  
has been drawn immediately show it to Race official to be logged and turn Chip back in.  The Chip will show run order and  
what lane you have.  Example: 1L is 1st Pair Left lane / 1R is 1st pair Right lane.   
 
4. ELIMINATION ROUNDS:  When called for eliminations drivers are to get paired up in the order their chips were pulled i.e,   
1L/1R should be first pair out, 2L/2R – 2nd pair out etc.  Once the first pair of cars leave the head of staging, Lanes are CLOSED.   
If you are NOT there before lanes Close, your opponent will get a competition single. 
 
5.  BUY RUNS:  Buy Runs will be determined by best reaction time in previous time trial/elimination round.  Each racer can  
only have one Buy run per event until everyone has had a buy run.  In the event that there are an even number  of cars and 
 You have to run Someone, you will get lane choice.  Buy runs will carry over if you win that round.   
 
6.  BUY BACKS – There will be 1st round buy backs.  2 announcements will be made for Buy Backs.  You will have 2 minutes  
From the 2nd announcement for buybacks to go to the pit gate and Buy back.  No one will be allowed to buy back after that  
time. 
 
7. Towing:  All juniors must be towed by an adult back to their respective pits. 
 
8.  SPORTSMANSHIP:  Good sportsmanship is expected at all times.  At NO Time will a cuss or disrespect an adult/track  
official During a racing event or they will be deemed unsportsmanlike conduct and will be Disqualified from that event.   
NO WARNINGS Will be given.   
 
9.  The driver and crew are responsible for the accuracy of their dial in. Dial INS must be within class and performance limits. Any 
dial in below allowable limits will have to be changed to an allowable dial in before staging. 
The practice of older/quicker competitors Dialing substantially slower than normal to equal the dial in of much younger/slower 
competitors will not be permitted. The race director may disqualify any competitor that in his sole opinion attempts to 
manipulate the race against younger/slower competitors without warning 
 
10.  All juniors must stay strapped in their cars with all safety equipment on until they reach the ET booth and cut their cars  
Off.    
 
11.  Dash for Cash:  The winner of Dash for Cash will be determined by whomever is closest to their Dial In.  If there is a tie then 
It will be determined by whomever has the best reaction time.  Dash for Cash winner will also be the Buy Run in the first round 
Of eliminations. 
 
 


